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ICT vs DT
http://bit.ly/ICTvsDT







Years F–2
‘Pre-programing’ a simple 

sequence of steps
(Physical programming)

Yrs 3–4 
Visual programming 

language: User input and 
branching 

Yrs 5–6 
Visual programming 

language: User input, 
branching and iteration

Transition from Visual 
programming language: to 

General purpose 
programming

Yrs 7–8 General purpose 
programming: User input, 

branching and iteration 
and functions

Programming (Producing and implementing) 
Years F–8



Eve
Year 1–2



Retell: The Three Little Pigs using Bee Bot



Physical programming 



Program Bee Bot: Create a story map



Abstraction: pull out the important parts of the story

Algorithm: sequence steps in the correct order

Pattern recognition: recognised patterns (parts of the story that 
are repeated)

Decomposition: decomposed the problem into smaller parts

Evaluation: did your directions work (end up at the right 
house in the correct order)? 

Computational thinking



Create a program to build a unifix model



Colour key

Credit Jackie Tither

Coding language



Credit Bev Babbage

Intro to visual programming
(not a requirement at Yr 2) 



http://bit.ly/DT_F-2

http://bit.ly/DT_F-2


Jessie
Year 4 



Branching: (decision making)
Choose your own adventure story



Design process
Australian Curriculum 
Processes and production 
skills strand

Example: choose your own adventure

Investigating and defining define the problem (students not being nice to 
others) 

Generating and designing How will it function? - Create a flow chart to 
describe the flow of events (sequence of steps)
What data is required?

Producing and implementing implement the solution using a visual 
programming language

Evaluation gain feedback in the evaluation phase



User input Keystrokes a, b or c

Branching: If – then – else

Quiz: remixing



Aspect of CT Choose your own adventure Design a quiz (Colonial Australia)

Decomposition Key stages of the story How many questions?
Question style

Abstraction Which behaviours can be 
addressed?

Questions of interest

Algorithm design User interaction
What is the flow, what are 
the decisions and where do 
they take the user?

What is user input?
What feedback does the user 
get? 
What is the flow of questions? 

Pattern recognition Repeat code Repeat code

Evaluation Is the user able to choose 
their own adventure? 

Does the correct/incorrect 
feedback work as expected? 

Computational thinking (CT)



Make your 
own 
temperature 
sensor

BBC micro:bit



Make your 
own 
temperature 
sensor

BBC micro:bit



http://bit.ly/DT_Yr3-4

http://bit.ly/DT_Yr3-4


Lexi
Year 5–6



Repeat loops (repetition)
Designing a flag and create a program



Repeat loops (repetition)

Flag.mp4
Flag.mp4


Model how a supermarket checkout works



Create an algorithm
Flow chart (Gliffy)



Checkout.mp4
Checkout.mp4


User input:

Use purple ‘Say’ blocks 
to print text onscreen

Use blue ‘Ask’ block for 
user input 

Build the program in stages



Branching: 

Test ‘If –then’ block

If correct bar code is entered

A series of actions occur 
onscreen

Build the program in stages



Branching: 

Now it works for one item add 
some more

Reuse the ‘If –then’ block 
sequence for other items

Build the program in stages



Iteration: 
Add in repeat until a certain 
condition is met.

In this case if answer is yes to ‘Is 
this your last item?’

A series of actions occur 
onscreen

Build the 
program in stages



Iteration: 

Add in repeat until a certain 
condition
In this case if answer is yes to:
Q: Is this your last item?

A series of actions occur 
onscreen

Build the program in stages



Grove Kit and BBC micro:bit

This set up shows how the set up Lexi 

used to connect:

● (1) speaker

● (2) light sensor

● (3) Red LED 

This project can be a solution to guarding 

a prized procession. 

Its an alarm system

STEM project



Lego 

Mindstorms 

robotics 

Design a 

robot to 

complete a 

task

STEM project



http://bit.ly/DT_Yr5-6

http://bit.ly/DT_Yr5-6


SOLO
Taxonomy 
SOLO stands 
for the 
Structure of 
the 
Observed 
Learning 
Outcome.



A visual 
representation of 
the underpinning 

concepts related to 
the content 
descriptions 

Created by Paula Christophersen

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/docs/default-source/scope-and-sequence/topic-unit-map/5_6-mindmap.pdf
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/docs/default-source/scope-and-sequence/topic-unit-map/5_6-mindmap.pdf


Years F–2
‘Pre-programing’ a simple 

sequence of steps
(Physical programming)

Yrs 3–4 
Visual programming 

language: User input and 
branching 

Yrs 5–6 
Visual programming 

language: User input, 
branching and iteration

Transition from Visual 
programming language: to 

General purpose 
programming

Yrs 7–8 General purpose 
programming: User input, 

branching and iteration 
and functions

Programming (Producing and implementing) 
Years F–8



Spend time as a group looking at the Scope and 
sequence.

Use the sheet provided to guide your exploration.

Looking into the Scope and sequence



Lesson 
ideas
Lessons are 
currently being 
updated to reflect 
inclusive teaching 
practices 



Lesson 
ideas
Lessons are 
currently being 
updated to reflect 
inclusive teaching 
practices 

A level approach 
has been taken to 
differentiate the 
lesson



Connect with the Digital Technologies Hub

DT Hub Newsletter

@DigiTechHub

DigitalTechnologiesHub

Digital Technologies Hub


